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My brothers the tankists 4 pp
 

Soon after last October's cease-fire, Yariv Ben-Aharon, of Kibbutz Givat Haim

(Me'uhad), teacher, novelist, veteran of all Israel's wars since the 1956

Sinai Campaign, and Tank Corps Reserves battalion commander, wrote the

following eulogy to "My brothers the tankists," dedicated "To our comrades

who went off to a war from which they did not return."

I wanted to tell you about my brothers the tank officers, but the words did

not come. 1 wanted to tell you about the company and battalion commanders

in the tank-turrets, my lontime brothers, but came the imperative to be

silent and I was silent.

I wanted to share with you what my eyes saw and my ears heard, to take you

along to the place where the furious sounds of pain reverberate in the deep.

I wanted to tell you about the bitter heaviness that showed in relentless,

exhausting tank battles hooding our homes where the evil broke forth (see

Jeremiah 1:14).

But above all I wanted to tell you about some people, my longtime comrades

who all their lives walked, unaware, that taut, fragile line drawn between

life and death. 1 wanted you to know: those steel things bear heavy, there

is fire in those gun-barrels, those weary treads sink deep into the rolling

dust as tankists' souls soar into the far-off air of final relinquishment.

When iron strikes iron, sparks fly. When armour smites armour, doomed

souls spark up and fade away on far-travelling gray wings. Each man and

his route on earth; each man and his path in the star-route. What shall

I tell you about acts of heroism that issued forth like wellsprings of

salvation, that gushed as fountains of blood from chests and necks? 1

shall not tell you about some people, my longtime comrades whom steel served

as shelter, home and safe-haven for a day and yet another night, for a week

and yet another fortnight. There they stir, there they catch a nap during

those long, exhausting hours of no-day and no-night, bundled up, huddling,

nibbling sardine-covered biscuits or halvah and drinking water from black

plastic jerrycans as they ignite targets on a new, fading horizon-line.  
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Comrades mine, unyielding steel weasels, with the ashenness of fresh old-age

sprouting through the dust of their soot-streaked beards. Brothers mine,

for whom the armed mobile iron niches and steel caverns became home, table,

bed, tomb, sole hope for life.

My God - cut there in the expanses, there under the mute iron canopy which

You held over them like a barrel-mountain (see Talmud Shabbat 88a and Avoda

Zara 22b about how God threatened to drop Mount Sinai on the Children of

Israel unless they accepted the Tora) - there grant strength, there grant

salvation.

Jewish tankists in the expanses of Your silent world.Who is like You God

among the mighty (Exodus 15:11)? Who is like You among the mute

D'vx2 (Midrash Mechilta, Tractate Shirata 8) - seeing all but keeping

silent?! You see all, know the beginning and outcome of all things, yet

remain silent.

And 1, of woman born, worm - my eyes too feeble to see, my eyes helpless to

comprehend, I grope towards You with a blind cry, an outcry muted by tears.

Say, say, why tankists evaporate in the fury of Your flames into limpid skies

of dew and rain and snow.

Among the warriors I walked, clinging to their neck and feeling their tough

darkened nape with gaping eyes and gaping ears. I was a witness.

Poetry, too, is testimony, the Jewish People are also witnesses. 1 was

king's witness, witness for the King of Kings. A people of witnesses. Our

trials bear witness, and our deeds.

Would that I might be poet of the stirrings of their death-destined, ]ו%6-

giving soul.

Would that all their conflagrations flared in my heart, would that the ash

of their body turned my hair white. Would that my tears might trickle des-

perately into their parched veins. Would that I might be mouth-for the

dead, would that I may have hearkening for the living arms to embrace them,  
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lips to suck up their love-thirsty tears. Would that by my love I might

restore their youth.

I saw them incandescent in the sheaves of artillery fire, tossed by the

Katyusha storms, under the relentless scourging of the missiles. The turmoil

of dauntlessness in their heart.

Few against many. My God - what a mass of enemies anssus up against me

(Psalm 3:2). Always few against many, sometimes - one alone against many.

A crop of young men. In whose flesh ploughed and threshed the iron and oil

magnates, and their grain was not crushed. I bore the terror of their

loneliness. I heard their throttled prayer, the titanic surge of their

desperate-believing soul which turned the wheels of retreat and containment

into a repelling offensive.

I listened to the hoarse tumult of the crackling wireless networks. 1 saw

a stubborn, unflagging stand of a strength not drawn from this world but

which bequeathes us our this-world.

And now the events clear somewhat. After the turmoil of the surprise, after

he fog and the electrifying shock - the sky clears, and out of the deep

something reveals itself, something is unravelled. Through the screen of

silence overspreading the stilled battlefire breaks the light of truth.

Everything becomes somewhat clearer, and you know that no part of you remains

unscathed.

A new era has begun, what was is not what will be.

The transfiguration of reality will begin, as always, with the individual.

The soul-searching will start from the individual soul. Out of this will

blossom the collective transfiguration. The individual's sins pass on with

his death. Society's sins never pass on, for society does not die. The

ancient link between sin and disaster will again become living truth.

We shall not restore the dead to life, but by the light of the fallen we

will be able to restore many vital forces for ourselves, and walk with them.  
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The road will be long and the pain may grow. The suffering will regain its

authentic dimension in the life of the Jews. Illusions and false messianism

will vanish along with the aftergrowth of deceptive deeds.

We shall go on. We shall continue to seek social responses to social ques-

tions, political responses to political questions.

And a response Of faith, a response of believers, for the continuation of

“the way of a persecuted people, an eternal people.

Circulated privately, in stencil copies at first, this piece has

been published in the just-issued Winter 5734 (No. 153) issue of

SHDEMOT: magazine. The translation is by Abraham Holtz and

Moshe Kohn.

  


